WWH-OBD – made simple!
Implementation of the new Requirements for OEMs and Suppliers
All new vehicle registrations for heavy-duty vehicles must conform to the requirements of the Euro-VI emissions standard starting in 2014. Vehicle manufacturers are obligated to implement a WWH-OBD capable diagnostic system. Even
earlier, guidelines for newly developed vehicles take effect; here the deadline is already on 01-01-2013. Consequently, help
in testing the implementation with WWH-OBD capable diagnostic tools is very welcome.
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Figure 1: Advantage for the user
in diagnostic access: Intelligent
tools automatically detect
which standard is being used,
and they automatically adapt
to it and deliver the results.
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that the change to WWH-OBD is made very simply!

the vehicle transmits the same error P0198 “Engine Oil
Temperature Sensor High” to the scan tool. In the case of
WWH-OBD, however, additional information, such as the
severity of the error in terms of emissions behavior, as well
as its complete status information is also transmitted and
displayed.
When the byte contents of requests and responses are examined, it becomes clear that their structure appears different in WWH-OBD than it does in OBD-II: First, it is apparent that the length of error codes in the WWH-OBD is
specified as three bytes compared to two bytes for OBD-II,
where the first two bytes from SAE J2012 or ISO 15031-5
continue to be used.
The older OBD version reads out the DTCs separate from
their status in different OBD modes, i.e. with:
>>Service $03 — Request Emission-Related Diagnostic
Trouble Codes for confirmed DTC,
>>Service $07 — Request Emission-Related Diagnostic
Trouble Codes Detected During Current or Last
Completed Driving Cycle for pending DTC and
>>Service $0A — Request Emission-Related Diagnostic
Trouble Codes with Permanent Status for permanent
DTC),
WWH-OBD, on the other hand, uses the protocol service ReadDTCInformation [0x19] with the sub-function
reportWWHOBDDTCByStatusMask [0x42] and a bit field
in Byte 4 of the request to specify the status of the error
codes which are to be reported.
An intelligent test system, such as Indigo from Vector, is
able to independently recognize the standard upon which
the test is based, provide the relevant functions for the pertinent OBD standard and in the process make the protocol-specific differences transparent to the user. This lets
users focus on the contents in their work. If necessary, the
user can also delve into the depths of the protocol and analyze the raw data. This is useful, for example, in determining the causes of errors, if the ECU does not provide the
expected response to an OBD Request.
Summary
Modern high-performance diagnostic tools must offer full
support of the new WWH-OBD standard – and they must
do so immediately. They can very well help to achieve compliance to regulations within the rapidly approaching deadlines of the beginning of 2013 and the beginning of 2014.
They fit seamlessly into existing tool chains and make the
migration to WWH-OBD especially simple for vehicle OEMs
and suppliers. Experience has shown that it is best to rely
on the most efficient and practice-proven solutions. Vector
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